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Hybrid Vehicles
Hybrid Intelligent Systems has become an important research topic in computer science and a
key application field in science and engineering. This book offers a gentle introduction to the
engineering aspects of hybrid intelligent systems, also emphasizing the interrelation with the
main intelligent technologies such as genetic algorithms – evolutionary computation, neural
networks, fuzzy systems, evolvable hardware, DNA computing, artificial immune systems. A
unitary whole of theory and application, the book provides readers with the fundamentals,
background information, and practical methods for building a hybrid intelligent system. It treats
a panoply of applications, including many in industry, educational systems, forecasting,
financial engineering, and bioinformatics. This volume is useful to newcomers in the field
because it quickly familiarizes them with engineering elements of developing hybrid intelligent
systems and a wide range of real applications, including non-industrial applications.
Researchers, developers and technically oriented managers can use the book for developing
both new hybrid intelligent systems approaches and new applications requiring the
hybridization of the typical tools and concepts to computational intelligence.

The Intellectual Observer; Review of Natural History, Microscopic
Research, and Recreative Science
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This book explores the territories where manual, graphic, photographic, and digital techniques
interfere and interlace in sciences and humanities. It operates on the assumption that when
photography was introduced, it did not oust other methods of image production but rather
became part of ever more specialized and sophisticated technologies of representation. The
epistemological break commonly set with the advent of photography since the nineteenth
century has probably been triggered by photographic techniques but certainly owes much to
the availability of a plethora of hybrid media—media that influence the relation of sciences,
humanities, and their methods and subjects. This book will be of interest to scholars in art and
visual culture, photography, and history of photography.

Design of Hybrid Molecules for Drug Development
Arguing for the compatibility of phenomenology and naturalism, this book also refashions each.
The opening chapters begin with a methodological focus, which seeks to curb the "overbidding" characteristic of both traditional transcendental phenomenology and scientific
naturalism. Having thus opened up the possibility that the twain might meet, it is in the detailed
chapters on matters where scientific and phenomenological work overlap and sometimes
conflict - on time, body, and others - that the book contests some of the standard ways of
understanding the relationship between phenomenological philosophy and empirical science,
and between phenomenology and naturalism. Without invoking a methodological move of
quarantine, in which each is allocated to their proper and separate domains, the book outlines
the significance of the first-person perspective characteristic of phenomenology - both
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epistemically and ontologically - while according due respect to the relevant empirical
sciences. The book thus renews phenomenology and argues for its ongoing relevance and
importance for the future of philosophy.

Stochastic Hybrid Systems
Electric and Hybrid Cars
Disheartened by the shrink-wrapped, Styrofoam-packed state of contemporary supermarket
fruits and vegetables, many shoppers hark back to a more innocent time, to visions of
succulent red tomatoes plucked straight from the vine, gleaming orange carrots pulled from
loamy brown soil, swirling heads of green lettuce basking in the sun. With Hybrid, Noel
Kingsbury reveals that even those imaginary perfect foods are themselves far from anything
that could properly be called natural; rather, they represent the end of a millennia-long history
of selective breeding and hybridization. Starting his story at the birth of agriculture, Kingsbury
traces the history of human attempts to make plants more reliable, productive, and nutritious—a
story that owes as much to accident and error as to innovation and experiment. Drawing on
historical and scientific accounts, as well as a rich trove of anecdotes, Kingsbury shows how
scientists, amateur breeders, and countless anonymous farmers and gardeners slowly caused
the evolutionary pressures of nature to be supplanted by those of human needs—and thus led
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us from sparse wild grasses to succulent corn cobs, and from mealy, white wild carrots to the
juicy vegetables we enjoy today. At the same time, Kingsbury reminds us that contemporary
controversies over the Green Revolution and genetically modified crops are not new; plant
breeding has always had a political dimension. A powerful reminder of the complicated and
ever-evolving relationship between humans and the natural world, Hybrid will give readers a
thoughtful new perspective on—and a renewed appreciation of—the cereal crops, vegetables,
fruits, and flowers that are central to our way of life.

A Hybrid Imagination
Computational Intelligence
Hybrid Media Culture
Artist imaginations continue to grow and stretch the boundaries of traditional animation.
Successful animators adept and highly skilled in traditional animation mediums are branching
out beyond traditional animation workflows and will often use multiple forms of animation in a
single project. With the knowledge of 3D and 2D assets and the integration of multiple
animation mediums into a single project, animators have a wealth of creative resources
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available for a project that is not limited to a specific animation medium, software package or
workflow processs. Enhance a poignant scene by choosing to animate the scenic background
in 2D while the main character is brought to life with 3D techniques. Balance the budget
demands of a project by choosing to integrate a 2D or 3D asset to save time and expense.
Choose which medium Hybrid Animation, learn the systematic development of the 2D and 3D
assets and the issues surrounding choices made during the creative process.

Jungle Laboratories
Optimizing the Shear Bond Strength of Orthodontic Brackets Using Hybrid
Glass Ionomer Materials
Healers and Empires in Global History
Hybrid Simulation
In Hybrid Practices, essays by established and emerging scholars investigate the rich ecology
of practices that typified the era of the Cold War. The volume showcases three projects at the
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forefront of unprecedented collaboration between the arts and new sectors of industrial society
in the 1960s and 70s—Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.), the Art and Technology
Project at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (A&T), and the Artist Placement Group
(APG) in the UK. The subjects covered include collaborative projects between artists and
scientists, commercial ventures and experiments in intermedia, multidisciplinary undertakings,
effacing authorship to activate the spectator, suturing gaps between art and government, and
remapping the landscape of everyday life in terms of technological mediation. Among the
artists discussed in the volume and of interest to a broad public beyond the art world are Bernd
and Hilla Becher, John Cage, Hans Haacke, Robert Irwin, John Latham, Fujiko Nakaya,
Carolee Schneemann, James Turrell, Yvonne Rainer, Robert Rauschenberg, and Robert
Whitman. Prominent engineers and scientists appearing in the book’s pages include Elsa
Garmire, Billy Klüver, Frank Malina, Stanley Milgram, and Ed Wortz. This valuable collection
aims to introduce readers not only to hybrid work in and as depth, but also to work in and as
breadth, across disciplinary practices where the real questions of hybridity are determined.

Hybrid Photography
Because they incorporate both time- and event-driven dynamics, stochastic hybrid systems
(SHS) have become ubiquitous in a variety of fields, from mathematical finance to biological
processes to communication networks to engineering. Comprehensively integrating numerous
cutting-edge studies, Stochastic Hybrid Systems presents a captivating treatment of some of
the most ambitious types of dynamic systems. Cohesively edited by leading experts in the
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field, the book introduces the theoretical basics, computational methods, and applications of
SHS. It first discusses the underlying principles behind SHS and the main design limitations of
SHS. Building on these fundamentals, the authoritative contributors present methods for
computer calculations that apply SHS analysis and synthesis techniques in practice. The book
concludes with examples of systems encountered in a wide range of application areas,
including molecular biology, communication networks, and air traffic management. It also
explains how to resolve practical problems associated with these systems. Stochastic Hybrid
Systems achieves an ideal balance between a theoretical treatment of SHS and practical
considerations. The book skillfully explores the interaction of physical processes with
computerized equipment in an uncertain environment, enabling a better understanding of
sophisticated as well as everyday devices and processes.

Hybrid Nature
Multifunctional Hybrid Nanomaterials for Sustainable Agrifood and Ecosystems shows how
hybrid nanomaterials (HNMs) are being used to enhance agriculture, food and environmental
science. The book discusses the synthesis and characterization of HNMs before exploring
agrifoods and environmental functions. It shows how novel HNMs are being used for the
detection and separation of heavy metal ions, for destroying and sensing of insecticides, in
managed release fertilizer and pesticide formulations, plant protection, plant promotions,
purification, detection, and to control mycotoxins. Further, the book describes the use of silicabased total nanosystems, carbon nanotubes, nanocellulose-based, and polymer nanohybrids
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for agricultural and biological applications. This book is an important reference source for
materials scientists, engineers and food scientists who want to gain a greater understanding on
how multifunctional nanomaterials are being used for a range of agricultural and environmental
applications. Outlines the major nanomaterial types that are being used in agriculture Explains
why the properties of multifunctional nanomaterials are particularly efficient for use in
agriculture Assesses the major challenges of using multifunctional nanomaterials on an
industrial scale

Blackberries and their Hybrids. Crop Production Science in Horticulture
Hybrid Simulation deals with a rapidly evolving technology combining computer simulation
(typically finite element) and physical laboratory testing of two complementary substructures. It
is a cost effective alternative to shaking table test, and allows for the improved understanding
of complex coupled systems. Traditionally, numerical simulation and physical tests have been
uncoupled and performed separately. In this simulation paradigm the coupled nature of the
simulation allows for improved understanding, and more efficient design since the factor of
safety does not have to be arbitrarily inflated to account for uncertainties of uncoupling. It is a
multidisciplinary technology which relies heavily on control theory, computer science,
numerical techniques and finds applications in aerospace, civil, and mechanical engineering.

Hybrid
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"Exogenesis is a milestone in understanding our past." —Erich von Däniken, author of Chariots
of the Gods Exogenesis: the hypothesis that life originated elsewhere in the universe and was
spread to Earth. Exogenesis: Hybrid Humans offers a deep dive into the strongest ever
scientific evidence that supports the popular belief that Earth has been visited in prehistory, but
goes even further, concluding that there is also compelling evidence of alien involvement with
the human genome. The broader history of possible extraterrestrial contact is explored
alongside a look at current events in the subject of alien disclosure with the result of
highlighting evidence of a contact continuum that has continued since the dawn of humanity.
The data brought together suggests that the next stage in human evolution may involve the
manifestation of full open contact with the visitors in our lifetimes. Exogenesis: Hybrid Humans
explores: An ancient sacred Aboriginal artifact Wreckage from a huge colony ship gets
identified along with associated NASA studies concluding it is a material found in only one
place on Earth Genetic engineering of Homo sapiens from an early hominin species is
confirmed with a lengthy list of DNA anomalies only explainable by humans being an alien
‘hybrid’ creation The recent NASA sea change with certain academics calling for serious
study of UFOs and other anomalous phenomena The theory that an extraterrestrial modified
retrovirus was used to deliver some of the genetic information into the upgraded humans

Exogenesis: Hybrid Humans
It is important that scientists think about and know their history - where they came from, what
they have accomplished, and how these may affect the future. Weed scientists, similar to
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scientists in many technological disciplines, have not sought historical reflection. The
technological world asks for results and for progress. Achievement is important not, in general,
the road that leads to achievement. What was new yesterday is routine today, and what is
described as revolutionary today may be considered antiquated tomorrow. Weed science has
been strongly influenced by technology developed by supporting industries, subsequently
employed in research and, ultimately, used by farmers and crop growers. The science has
focused on results and progress. Scientists have been--and the majority remain--problem
solvers whose solutions have evolved as rapidly as have the new weed problems needing
solutions. In a more formal sense, weed scientists have been adherents of the instrumental
ideology of modern science. That is an analysis of their work, and their orientation reveals the
strong emphasis on practical, useful knowledge; on know how. The opposite, and frequently
complementary orientation, that has been missing from weed science is an emphasis on
contemplative knowledge; that is, knowing why. This book expands on and analyzes how
these orientations have affected weed science’s development. The first analytical history of
weed science to be written Compares the development of weed science, entomology and plant
pathology Identifies the primary founders of weed science and describes their role

Heterosis and Hybrid Seed Production in Agronomic Crops
In the 1940s chemists discovered that barbasco, a wild yam indigenous to Mexico, could be
used to mass-produce synthetic steroid hormones. Barbasco spurred the development of new
drugs, including cortisone and the first viable oral contraceptives, and positioned Mexico as a
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major player in the global pharmaceutical industry. Yet few people today are aware of
Mexico’s role in achieving these advances in modern medicine. In Jungle Laboratories,
Gabriela Soto Laveaga reconstructs the story of how rural yam pickers, international
pharmaceutical companies, and the Mexican state collaborated and collided over the
barbasco. By so doing, she sheds important light on a crucial period in Mexican history and
challenges us to reconsider who can produce science. Soto Laveaga traces the political,
economic, and scientific development of the global barbasco industry from its emergence in
the 1940s, through its appropriation by a populist Mexican state in 1970, to its obsolescence in
the mid-1990s. She focuses primarily on the rural southern region of Tuxtepec, Oaxaca, where
the yam grew most freely and where scientists relied on local, indigenous knowledge to
cultivate and harvest the plant. Rural Mexicans, at first unaware of the pharmaceutical and
financial value of barbasco, later acquired and deployed scientific knowledge to negotiate with
pharmaceutical companies, lobby the Mexican government, and ultimately transform how
urban Mexicans perceived them. By illuminating how the yam made its way from the jungles of
Mexico, to domestic and foreign scientific laboratories where it was transformed into pills, to
the medicine cabinets of millions of women across the globe, Jungle Laboratories urges us to
recognize the ways that Mexican peasants attained social and political legitimacy in the
twentieth century, and positions Latin America as a major producer of scientific knowledge.

Library of Universal History and Popular Science
A call for the extension of hybrid learning urges that it become not just a quick fix or a boon for
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the bottom line, but an educational mode that reenvisions quality teaching and learning for the
21st century. • Written in an easy-to-read, bullet-point style • Gives practical, real-world
examples of the successful diversity of hybrid learning programs, drawn from the author's
personal hybrid teaching experience and interviews with faculty and students • Includes
specific examples of leading-edge applications, like the virtual world of Second Life and 3D
web browsing with Exit Reality, which could inform successful hybrid course design • Provides
interesting and relevant anecdotes throughout

Hybrid Computational Intelligence
This book explores cross-cultural medical encounters involving non-Western healers in a
variety of imperial contexts from the Arctic, Asia, Africa, Americas and the Caribbean. It
highlights contests over healing, knowledge and medicines through the frameworks of
hybridisation and pluralism. The intertwined histories of medicine, empire and early
globalisation influenced the ways in which millions of people encountered and experienced
suffering, healing and death. In an increasingly global search for therapeutics and localised
definition of acceptable healing, networks and mobilities played key roles. Healers’
engagements with politics, law and religion underline the close connections between healing,
power and authority. They also reveal the agency of healers, sufferers and local societies, in
encounters with modernising imperial states, medical science and commercialisation. The
book questions and complements the traditional narratives of triumphant biomedicine,
reminding readers that ‘traditional’ medical cultures and practitioners did not often disappear,
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but rather underwent major changes in the increasingly interconnected world.

Multifunctional Hybrid Nanomaterials for Sustainable Agri-food and
Ecosystems
This book assesses the use of ‘mercenaries’ by states, and their integration into the national
armed forces as part of a new hybridisation trend of contemporary armies. Governments,
especially in the West, are undertaking an unprecedented wave of demilitarisation and military
budget cuts. Simultaneously, these same governments are increasingly opening their armies
up to foreign nationals and outsourcing military operations to private companies. This book
explores the impact of this hybridisation on the values, cohesion and effectiveness of the
armed forces by comparing and contrasting the experiences of the French Foreign Legion,
private military companies in Angola, and the merging of private contractors and American
troops in Iraq. Examining the employment of foreign citizens and private security companies as
military forces and tools of foreign policy, and their subsequent impact on the national armed
forces, the book investigates whether the difficulties of coordinating soldiers of various
nationalities and allegiances within public-private joint military operations undermines the
legitimacy of the state. Furthermore, the author questions whether this trend for outsourcing
security can realistically provide a long term and positive contribution to national security. This
book will be of much interest to students of private military companies, strategic studies,
international security and IR in general.
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History of the Department of Horticultural Science and Landscape
Architecture, 1849-1982
The distinction between online and offline realities is becoming more and more difficult to
sustain. As computer-mediated communication evolves and as interaction becomes more and
more dependent on the Internet, social, cultural, and political aspects begin to get caught and
entangled in the web of contemporary digital communication technologies. Digital tools and
platforms for communication are progressively becoming commonplace, while the cultural
conceptions that surround these technologies—immediacy, constant accessibility,
availability—are becoming increasingly mainstream. Hybrid Media Culture is an interdisciplinary
exploration of how the online and the offline interact in present-day culture. In the aftermath of
all-encompassing perspectives on ‘postmodernisation’ and ‘globalization’, there is now a
pressing need for scholars of new media and society to come to terms with issues of place,
embodiment, and materiality in a world of ‘virtual’ flows and ‘cyber’ culture. This book
explores ways of conceptualizing the intricate intermingling of the online and the offline through
case studies of hybrid media places, including: user-generated videos about self-harm;
visibility, surveillance and digital media; digital communication tools and politics; and physical
and virtual churches. This interdisciplinary edited collection investigates the effects of the
internet and digital culture on perceptions and uses of identities, bodies and localities. It will be
of interest to students and scholars of digital culture, sociology, media and communications
studies, new media, body studies, politics, and science and technology studies.
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Examination Papers in History, Science, and Literature
Biological sewage treatment, like electricity, power generation, telephones, and masstransit,
has been a key technology and a major part of the urban infrastructure since the latenineteenth
century. But sewage treatment plants are not only a ubiquitous component of the moderncity,
they are also ecosystems--a hybrid variety that incorporates elements of both nature
andindustry and embodies multiple contradictions. In Hybrid Nature, Daniel Schneider offers
anenvironmental history of the biological sewage treatment plant in the United States and
England,viewing it as an early and influential example of an industrial ecosystem. The sewage
treatmentplant relies on microorganisms and other plants and animals but differs from a natural
ecosystem inthe extent of human intervention in its creation and management. Schneider
explores the relationshipbetween society and nature in the industrial ecosystem and the
contradictions that define it[: thenaturalization of industry versus the industrialization of nature;
the public interest versusprivate (patented) technology; engineers versus bacterial and human
labor; and purification versusprofits in the marketing of sewage fertilizer.] Schneider also
describes biotechnology's directconnections to the history of sewage treatment, and how
genetic engineering is extending the reachesof the industrial ecosystem to such "natural"
ecosystems as oceans, rivers, and forests.In a conclusion that shows how industrial
ecosystems continue to evolve, Schneider discusses JohnTodd's Living Machine, a natural
purification method of sewage treatment, as the embodiment of thecontradictions of the
industrial ecosystem. The hardcover edition does not includea dust jacket.
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Electric and Hybrid Vehicles
This book explores recent developments in the concept of hybridity through a multi-disciplinary
perspective, bringing ideas about legal plurality together with the fields of peace, development
and cultural studies. Analysing the concepts of hybridity and hybridization, their history, their
application in law and legal studies, and their implications for thinking and rethinking legal
plurality, the book shows how the concept of hybridity can contribute to an understanding of
the processes that occur when different normative or legal orders or frameworks confront each
other.

History of Plant Breeding
A Hybrid Imagination
Bulletin of the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History
Electric and Hybrid Vehicles: Power Sources, Models, Sustainability, Infrastructure and the
Market reviews the performance, cost, safety, and sustainability of battery systems for hybrid
electric vehicles (HEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs), including nickel-metal hydride batteries
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and Li-ion batteries. Throughout this book, especially in the first chapters, alternative vehicles
with different power trains are compared in terms of lifetime cost, fuel consumption, and
environmental impact. The emissions of greenhouse gases are particularly dealt with. The
improvement of the battery, or fuel cell, performance and governmental incentives will play a
fundamental role in determining how far and how substantial alternative vehicles will penetrate
into the market. An adequate recharging infrastructure is of paramount importance for the
diffusion of vehicles powered by batteries and fuel cells, as it may contribute to overcome the
so-called range anxiety."" Thus, proposed battery charging techniques are summarized and
hydrogen refueling stations are described. The final chapter reviews the state of the art of the
current models of hybrid and electric vehicles along with the powertrain solutions adopted by
the major automakers. Contributions from the worlds leading industry and research experts
Executive summaries of specific case studies Information on basic research and application
approaches

Japanese Studies in the History of Science
They show how social and cultural movements, from the Renaissance of the late 15th century
to the environmental and global justice movements of our time, have provided contexts, or
sites, for mixing scientific knowledge and technical skills from different fields and social
domains into new combinations, thus fostering what the authors term a "hybrid imagination."
Such a hybrid imagination is especially important today, as a way to counter the competitive
and commercial "hubris" that is so much taken for granted in contemporary science and
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engineering discourses and practices with a sense of cooperation and social responsibility.
The book portrays the history of science and technology as an underlying tension between
hubris - literally the ambition to "play god" on the part of many a scientist and engineer and
neglect the consequences - and a hybrid imagination, connecting scientific "facts" and
technological "artifacts" with cultural understanding.^

Hybrid Animation
This illustrated history chronicles electric and hybrid cars from the late 19th century to today’s
fuel cell and plug-in automobiles. It describes the politics, technology, marketing strategies,
and environmental issues that have impacted electric and hybrid cars’ research and
development. The important marketing shift from a “woman’s car” to “going green” is
discussed. Milestone projects and technologies such as early batteries, hydrogen and biomass fuel cells, the upsurge of hybrid vehicles, and the various regulations and market forces
that have shaped the industry are also covered.

History and Philosophy of the Life Sciences
Uncover the Technology behind Hybrids and Make an Intelligent Decision When Purchasing
Your Next Vehicle With one billion cars expected to be on the roads of the world in the near
future, the potential for war over oil and the negative environmental effects of emissions will be
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greater than ever before. Now is the time to seriously consider an alternative to standard
automobiles. Exploring practical solutions to these problems, Hybrid Vehicles and the Future of
Personal Transportation provides broad coverage of the technologies involved in
manufacturing and operating hybrids. It reviews key components of hybrid and pure electric
vehicles, including batteries, fuel cells, and ultracapacitors. The book also discusses both
concept and production-bound hybrids as well as the economics and safety issues of hybrid
ownership. In addition, the author supplies effective tips on how to save gasoline with
conventional and hybrid automobiles. Making the jargon of fuel-efficient vehicles accessible to
a wide audience, this guide explains the history of hybrids, how they work, and their impact on
the environment. It will help you make a sound decision concerning the purchase and
operation of a hybrid or electric vehicle.

New Trends in the History of Science
International Handbook of Research in History, Philosophy and Science
Teaching
Hybrid Computational Intelligence: Challenges and Utilities is a comprehensive resource that
begins with the basics and main components of computational intelligence. It brings together
many different aspects of the current research on HCI technologies, such as neural networks,
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support vector machines, fuzzy logic and evolutionary computation, while also covering a wide
range of applications and implementation issues, from pattern recognition and system
modeling, to intelligent control problems and biomedical applications. The book also explores
the most widely used applications of hybrid computation as well as the history of their
development. Each individual methodology provides hybrid systems with complementary
reasoning and searching methods which allow the use of domain knowledge and empirical
data to solve complex problems.

Mercenaries, Hybrid Armies and National Security
Heterosis and Hybrid Seed Production in Agronomic Crops discusses how heterosis or “hybrid
vigor” has played a major role in improving crop productivity and quality in order to feed the
ever-increasing human population, particularly in developing countries. Plant breeders,
agronomists, seed producers, and farmers will discover why the development of hybrids in the
world's major food crops and why the methods of hybrid seed production are critical for
achieving this goal. This landmark book deals with heterosis and hybrid seed production of
major agronomic crops such as wheat, rice, maize, sorghum, cotton, sunflower, and rapeseed.
Through Heterosis and Hybrid Seed Production in Agronomic Crops, you will discover valuable
information on hybrid seed production methods that is not available in any other single volume.
This unique book contains relevant and essential information about important procedures to
help increase crop yield, including: methods for deriving second cycle inbred lines for hybrid
maize possibilities for hybrid seed production in wheat techniques of hybrid sorghum seed
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production production of hybrid seeds using male sterile lines of cotton agronomic
management in seed production plots of sunflower seed production technology of hybrid
rapeseed advances in hybrid seed production technology of rice in China Heterosis and Hybrid
Seed Production in Agronomic Crops gives you a global perspective on essential food crops in
all parts of the world. This informative guide will help you use hybrid seed production methods
with important agricultural crops and increase the quality of these vital and essential food
sources.

Hybrid Practices
Psychology, the Hybrid Science
Design of Hybrid Molecules for Drug Development reviews the principles, advantages, and
limitations involved with designing these groundbreaking compounds. Beginning with an
introduction to hybrid molecule design and background as to their need, the book goes on to
explore a range of important hybrids, with hybrids containing natural products, molecules
containing NO- and H2S-donors, dual-acting compounds acting as receptor ligands and
enzyme inhibitors, and the design of photoresponsive drugs all discussed. Drawing on practical
case studies, the hybridization of molecules for development as treatments for a number of key
diseases is then outlined, including the design of hybrids for Alzheimer's, cancer, and malaria.
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With its cutting-edge reviews of breaking developments in this exciting field, the book offers a
novel approach for all those working in the design, development, and administration of drugs
for a range of debilitating disorders. Highlights an approach unimpaired by the limitations of the
classical search for lead structures - one of the core problems in modern drug development
processes, making the content of high relevance for both academic and non-academic drug
development processes Pulls together research and design techniques in a novel way to give
researchers the best possible platform from which to review the approaches and techniques
applied Compares the advantages and disadvantages of these compounds Includes the very
latest developments, such as photoactivatable and photo-responsive drugs

Hybrid Learning: The Perils and Promise of Blending Online and Face-toFace Instruction in Higher Education
This inaugural handbook documents the distinctive research field that utilizes history and
philosophy in investigation of theoretical, curricular and pedagogical issues in the teaching of
science and mathematics. It is contributed to by 130 researchers from 30 countries; it provides
a logically structured, fully referenced guide to the ways in which science and mathematics
education is, informed by the history and philosophy of these disciplines, as well as by the
philosophy of education more generally. The first handbook to cover the field, it lays down a
much-needed marker of progress to date and provides a platform for informed and coherent
future analysis and research of the subject. The publication comes at a time of heightened
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worldwide concern over the standard of science and mathematics education, attended by
fierce debate over how best to reform curricula and enliven student engagement in the
subjects. There is a growing recognition among educators and policy makers that the learning
of science must dovetail with learning about science; this handbook is uniquely positioned as a
locus for the discussion. The handbook features sections on pedagogical, theoretical, national,
and biographical research, setting the literature of each tradition in its historical context. It
reminds readers at a crucial juncture that there has been a long and rich tradition of historical
and philosophical engagements with science and mathematics teaching, and that lessons can
be learnt from these engagements for the resolution of current theoretical, curricular and
pedagogical questions that face teachers and administrators. Science educators will be
grateful for this unique, encyclopaedic handbook, Gerald Holton, Physics Department, Harvard
University This handbook gathers the fruits of over thirty years’ research by a growing
international and cosmopolitan community Fabio Bevilacqua, Physics Department, University
of Pavia

Phenomenology, Naturalism and Science
While there has been great progress in the development of plant breeding over the last
decade, the selection of suitable plants for human consumption began over 13,000 years ago.
Since the Neolithic era, the cultivation of plants has progressed in Asia Minor, Asia, Europe,
and ancient America, each specific to the locally wild plants as well as the ecological and
social conditions. A handy reference for knowing our past, understanding the present, and
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creating the future, this book provides a comprehensive treatment of the development of crop
improvement methods over the centuries. It features an extensive historical treatment of
development, including influential individuals in the field, plant cultivation in various regions,
techniques used in the Old World, and cropping in ancient America. The advances of scientific
plant breeding in the twentieth century is extensively explored, including efficient selection
methods, hybrid breeding, induced polyploidy, mutation research, biotechnology, and genetic
manipulation. Finally, this book presents information on approaches to the sustainability of
breeding and to cope with climatic changes as well as the growing world population.

Hybridity: Law, Culture and Development
They show how social and cultural movements, from the Renaissance of the late 15th century
to the environmental and global justice movements of our time, have provided contexts, or
sites, for mixing scientific knowledge and technical skills from different fields and social
domains into new combinations, thus fostering what the authors term a "hybrid imagination."
Such a hybrid imagination is especially important today, as a way to counter the competitive
and commercial "hubris" that is so much taken for granted in contemporary science and
engineering discourses and practices with a sense of cooperation and social responsibility.
The book portrays the history of science and technology as an underlying tension between
hubris - literally the ambition to "play god" on the part of many a scientist and engineer and
neglect the consequences - and a hybrid imagination, connecting scientific "facts" and
technological "artifacts" with cultural understanding.^
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Vegetables and Fruits: Historical supplement
This practical book provides a comprehensive and accessible overview of all aspects of the
commercial production of blackberries and their hybrids, covering plant growth and
development, cultivar description and selection, propagation, pruning, soil and water
management, postharvest management, economics and marketing, and pest identification and
management. Cultivated blackberries are a relatively new crop, but with new cultivars and
cultural practices they are now grown and available worldwide. Production regions have
expanded internationally due to innovative methods showing much promise and evidence of
human health benefits.

A History of Weed Science in the United States
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